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Meetings of the Academic Senate are open to members of the University commun i ty .
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Persons desiring to bring items to the attention of the Senate may do so by contacting any member of the Senate.

Academic Senate Minutes
November 12, 1975

Volume VII, No.7

Ca 11 to Order
Chairperson Quane called the meeting to order at 7:04 p.m. in Stevenson 401.
Roll Call
The Secretary called the roll, and a quorum was declared to be present.
Approval of Minutes
VII, 43 A motion (Sullivan, Madore) to approve the minutes of October 8 was made.
Chairperson Quane noted that on the attendance page Mr. Van de Voort should
be marked "present". The minutes as corrected were approved.
Chairperson1s Remarks
Chairperson Quane noted that the gavel had been misplaced. He requested anyone
with knowledge of the whereabouts of the missing gavel to contact him.
Chairperson Quane stated that Mr. Law would like to receive the survey questionnaires still outstanding as soon as possible.
Chairperson Quane noted that there are only five Senate meetings remaining for
this term. He urged chairpersons to clear their calendars as quickly as possible.
Chairperson Quane stated that the faculty members of the Senate had received
the report of an ethics committee and had discharged the committee.
Administrator1s Remarks
Provost Horner stated that the President had asked him to express his regret at
not being able to attend the Senate meeting. The President is attending Masters
Week at the University of Nebraska.
Provost Horner stated that the search for the Dean of the College of Education
was progressing well. Interviewing in Chicago is scheduled for this weekend.
Provost Horner stated that the President had asked him to deliver a letter to
the Senate indicating the President1s intent to initiate the search process
for a fiscal vice president.
Provost Horner said that the review of temporary faculty had been completed,
and the data was now being studied. He said this is the first step in efforts
to prevent a further increase in the number of temporaries. He stated that
some 29 units were employing temporary faculty. He stated that all vacancies
will be filled as regular positions rather than being converted to temporary
positions.
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Student Association President1s Remarks
Ms. Holmberg was not present at this point to present Student Association
remarks.
ACTION ITEM:
1.

Resolutions on Temporary Faculty

Smith stated that a revised proposal had been distributed to the Senate.
He stated that they have added one sentence. A motion (Smith, Madore) to
approve resolution #1 was made. Chairperson Quane recognized Donald ErTCksen,
President of the local chapter of IAHE. 1~r. Ericksen stated that his organization was deeply concerned with the temporary faculty issue. He then read
a letter concerning the resolutions which the IAHE desires to present to the
Senate for acceptance. Mr. Ericksen stated that the IAHE had expressed its
dismay over this contractual arrangement. He stated that the temporary contract idea, which began under David Berlo, erodes all academic rights and
privileges. He stated that there is an assumption that the temporary contract
system represents Board of Regents policy. He stated that ISU is the only
Regency system university that has imposed this system on its faculty. NIU
has 121 temporary employees and the percentage has been steadily diminishing.
SSU has 19 temporary employees for a percentage of 9.5%. SSU uses this type
of contract where the individual lacks the terminal degree. ISU with a total
of 993 FTE faculty has 311 temporary employees for a percentage of 31%. Mr.
Ericksen stated that he thought the conclusion could be drawn that this was
a local decision. Hr. Ericksen stated that temporary contracts deprive the
faculty member of due process. He stated that resolution #1 as presented by
the Faculty Affairs Committee recognizes the exclusion of temporary faculty
from the Faculty Status Committee, the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee,
and the Faculty Grievance Committee. To withhold these privileges to temporary
faculty is to abridge their constitutional due process. ~lr. Ericksen stated
that the Senate would be giving up the professor1s right in order to give the
University this flexibility. Mr. Ericksen introduced a resolution that temporary faculty be incorporated into APT and Grievance procedures. Mr. Ericksen also presented other resolutions which would reduce the percentage of
temporary faculty to 10%, limit their term of service to two years, at the
end of which the temporary faculty members could be placed on regular contract.
Mr. Ericksen suggested that the Senate should go on record that the temporary
system is indeed temporary and should be abolished as soon as possible. Hr.
Ericksen said that this has an effect on the quality of our professors I rights.
Mr. Ericksen stated that he would like to congratulate Provost Horner on what
he has already done on this issue .
~r.

VII,44

Mr. Smith stressed the seriousness of having such a large percentage of temporary faculty. r~r. Smith stated that he would have to investigate the situation before he would change to the other resolutions.
Mr . Tarrant stated that the FAC resolutions leave the situation as it is. He
stated that he was worried about the fact that the temporary faculty don1t
have an eva 1uati on system. i.Jr. Tarrant stated that temporary faculty aren It
hired properly, they aren1t fired properly, and they aren1t evaluated properly.
Mr. Tarrant stated that he liked Mr. Ericksen1s first resolution and suggested
that we check to see if it is constitutional.
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Mr. Banks stated that he was confused and didn't know what "temporary system"
meant. He asked Provost Horner to comment on the resolution regarding what
already exists in the Constitution; whether in fact the rights and privileges
al ready exist and are simply not being followed. Mr. r1adore said that this
resolution addresses itself to the fact that some college bylaws are more
strict than the Constitution. It was stated that permanent non-tenured faculty
cannot serve on the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee and Faculty Grievance
Committee. ~lr. Smith stated that the Senate had discovered a weakness in the
Constitution. There was a package of already standing rules and regulations
regarding these three items. Apparently no one recognized that there was a
phrase in the Constitution that regarded faculty as faculty and not as categories. Mr. Smith stated that he would regard the dropping of "AFT and Grievance 'l as a friendly amendment. Mr. Banks stated that the statement ought to
read "participation of temporary faculty on AFT and Grievance. fvlr. Wilson
suggested striking the whole "whereas" clause and letting the resolution begin
with "be it resolved". Mr. Smith stated that he would welcome that change as
a friendly amendment. Mr. Gordon asked if the Senate was talking about temporary faculty being subject to the procedures or serving on the committees.
Mr. Smith stated that he hoped members of his committee would agree that the
FAC was still leaving them outside of the APT procedures; however, the FAC
had indicated that the committee would continue to work on the idea of the
eva 1uati on of temporary faculty. Mr. ~'ladore sai d that the Senate was di scussing a great many things; the FAC resolution only addresses itself to the
college bylaws. 11 r. Tarrant asked why the temporary faculty could not just
be put into the evaluation system. Mr. Smith stated that he was not basically opposed to that idea. He said it is conceivable that temporary faculty
may not be left out of the new system. Mr. Smith said that the FAC never
had a charge to come in with a system for handling temporary faculty problems.
He stated that the committee had been asked to respond to the report about
temporary faculty. The only response available was in the form of resolutions.
II

VII,45

At this point it was clarified that resolution number #1 would read: "be it
resolved . . . " with everything omitted from the "whereas" to the words "grievance commi ttee". r·1r. Tarrant asked agai n if the Senate was goi ng to have temporary faculty evaluated. It was replied that this resolution deals only with
the college councils. Temporary faculty would not be evaluated under this
resolution. Mr. Tarrant asked if the Senate could add on Mr. Ericksen's resolution to the FAC resolution #1 so that the temporary faculty would be eva1uated. A motion (Tarrant, r~axwell) to add the resolution from Mr. Ericksen's
handout after the word "Senate" in the FAC resolution was made. Mr. Smith
reminded the Senate that a more appropriate time to do this would be in the
consideration of the upcoming APT reform report. Mr. Young said that Senator
Smith had researched his resolutions. The other resolutions had just been
presented; the Senate has not analyzed the content or consequences of these.
lvlr. Wil son as ked Mr. Eri cksen about the use of the words a11 professors in
the resolution. He asked if all faculty were included in this term. fvlr.
Ericksen responded that just assistant professors and above were included.
The exclusion of the instructor rank was pointed out. This resolution would
put in temporary faculty and take out instructors. Mr. Carlile stated that
"all faculty members" might be more appropriate. f"lr. Banks stated that the
preceding discussion illustrated why the Senate should pay attention to Mr.
Young's remarks; all kinds of things could be involved in this. Mr. Gordon
II

)

.

II
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stated that there was ambiguity in the resolution itself; he stated that we
had to have more time to consider the resolution. Ms. Amster yielded the
floor to Mr. Ericksen. Mr. Ericksen stated that the document did mean all
full time faculty; he stated that there was an error in his resolution's
wording. Mr. Quane called for the vote on the amendment to add Mr. Ericksen's
resolution to the FAC resolution #1. The amendment was defeated.
The discussion returned to the main motion. The question was called for.
There was no objection. The motion to approve the FAC resolution #1 as
revised was approved.

VII, 46

VII, 47

VII, 48

Mr. Smith introduced the second resolution. He stated that this resolution
addresses itself to the multiple-year contract concept. Mr. Smith stated that
the FAC felt the idea of three one-year contracts was acceptable but that nonrenewal was not acceptable. He stated that this resolution simply directs whoever implements it to permit renewal in order to make it possible for temporary
faculty to serve for six or seven years. A motion (Smith, Tarrant) to move
that resolution #2 be adopted was made. Mr. Smith stated that this resolution
does not address itself to existing policy; it is a watch guard against the
establishment of such a policy. Provost Horner stated that he was not sure
how he was to act on this resolution. Since the Uehling report was never acted
on and is not existing policy, there is no such policy. Mr. Smith stated that
the reason for this resolution was because he understood Provost Horner to say
previously that one section of the Uehling report was to be implemented. ~1 r.
Smith stated that the resolution indicates the sense of the Senate in thinking
that multiple year contracts should not have a cut off date. Mr. Banks stated
that perhaps we should rephrase the resolution to say that these ideas should
not be implemented rather than they should be deleted. Mr. Cohen suggested
that "be deleted" be deleted and "be implemented" be added. A question was
raised as to how this would be implemented if it doesn't exist. Mr. Cohen
said that it seemed to him that implementation was possible under the Constitution. He stated that this would be a consensus of the Senate resolution .
The administration is free to act in this area; this resolution would just
put the sense of the Senate on the record and has no other impact. · Mr. Smith
stated that the FAC had based the resolution on the idea that that section of
the Uehling report was going to be implemented. Mr. Smith stated that he would
accept "not be implemented" as a friendly amendment. The motion to approve
resolution #2 was approved.
A motion (Smith, Gordon) to approve resolution #3 was made. Provost Horner
asked if the committee really wanted all that information. Mr. Smith stated
that the committee would like all of the information requested. ~~r. Young
stated that the only thing that he would wonder about is the information reque sted on committee assignments. He stated that it would be difficult to
get this data together and that this requirement might restrict the flow of
information to the Senate. Mr. Horner stated that the sheer logistics of
the matter was not something that he looked forward to. ~lr. Cohen stated
that there would be new faculty and this report would underrepresent their
participation. He suggested that that part be deleted and a period be placed
after "multiple year contracts". It was stated that to count and turn in the
number would be simple enough. The objection was raised that any temporaries
who left and who had been on committees would overload the count. Mr. Smith
stated that to include faculty in the workings of the department would be to
include their participation on committees. He said this count would indicate
whether temporary faculty were involved. Hr. Cohen repeated his suggestion for
deleting that portion. A motion (Cohen, Rhodes) to delete the part dealing
with committees and place a period after "multiple year contracts" was made.
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Mr. Smith stated that the resolution was a response to the feeling that
temporary faculty are not represented. Ms. Chesebro stated that this was
one way to check on accountability. Mr. Horner stated that he would hope
that there would be some clarification of what committees would be listed.
It was suggested that APT, Curriculum, etc., common to all departments be
included. In this way there would be a kind of commonality that would be
comparable. ~lr. Wilson said that he liked the attempt to get information.
He suggested that the Rules Committee determine what are the important committees. Mr. vJi 1son stated that it was important to know whi ch committees
the temporary faculty were on to show whether they are participating in the
important committees. The amendment carried on a show of hands.
Provost Horner asked about the percentage figure. He asked if he could give
actual numbers. Mr. Brubeck suggested that the word IIpercentage be changed
to IInumber
Ms. Amster stated that she did not like to have this committee
study idea dropped and asked that it be referred to the Rules Committee. It
was suggested that January be the due date in place of October, since January
is the beginning of the new APT year and by then all the data should be readily
available. Provost Horner stated that the data is about as accurate in October
as it would be in January; he said the information would probably be wanted by
October because departments might want it to make decisions prior to starting
recruiting. It was questioned whether the number would be headcount or FTE.
Provost Horner responded that the number would be the FTE. The motion to approve resolution #3 as amended was approved. See the Appendix for the text
of the resolutions.
ll

li

IITI, 49

•

A motion (Carlile, Sullivan) that the resolutions from the IAHE presented by
Mr. Ericksen be sent to FAC was made. It was stated that the original Uehling
report did provide for the temporary faculty being evaluated. The motion was
approved.
Ms. Holmberg stated that she would like to remind student senators that they
do have a mailbox in the Student Association Office.
It was suggested that perhaps the Rules Committee could draft an appropriate
resolution regarding temporary faculty participation on committees so that
the Senate could get it on the record.
INFORMATION ITEM:
1.

Selection Committee for Dean of Continuing Education and Public Service

Provost Horner explained that the memorandum which he had distributed asked
for Senate concurrence in two matters: the make-up of the committee and the
change of the division to a college. Provost Horner stated that there are two
different selection committee procedures which would appear to fit this position. He stated that he was suggesting that the Senate endorse the use of a
procedure based on both of these. There is presently a proposal pending to
change the title of the division to a college. The establishment of a new
college carries with it a stipulation to initiate a search for a dean. Provost Horner stated that he did not want to have to implement another search
when the college was formed. A question was raised that there was no provision that each college be represented. Provost Horner stated that there
is room for that in his additional nominations. It was questioned if there
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was a rationale for not specifically including representatives from each
college. Provost Horner stated that existing policies do not address that
question exactly. He said that he would propose to address that in his
response to item 5. Provost Horner stated that there is also a question
about the representation of the unit itself. He said that he would have
to try to represent six areas with five people. II'Ir. Wilson asked if any
thought had been given to having some representation from people not affiliated with the University. rk. Horner stated that he would be willing
to follow the desires of the Senate in this regard. He said that there
was a variety of ways to involve persons in the interview procedures. Hr.
Young stated that it might be worthwhile to establish an advisory committee
format. The question was raised as to the current status of the proposal
for the establishment of the college. The response was made that this proposal is currently in process in the Academic Planning Committee.
Committee Reports
Rules Committee - Ms. l~cMahan stated that Mr. Hathway had informed her
that each year the Elections Committee recommends the procedures to be used
in the Senate elections. She stated that the revision of the Elections Code
was in progress. She said that for the Senate election either the current
code or the amended form would be followed. She said that this statement is
required and has to be approved by the Senate. She asked that this be acted
upon in December. She stated that Mr. Ilathway is in full support of the revisions. She explained that the Senate would probably be asked to make some
bylaws changes to bring the bylaws into conformity with the Elections Code.
11r. Quane said that perhaps since it came before the Senate tonight we could
consider this as the information stage. ~lr. Cohen asked precisely what the
Senate was considering. He questioned if the Senate could consider something
without the proposal in writing. Ms. Holmberg said that the information can
be sent to the Senate by the next meeting. She said that it was essential to
start planning the election.
Administrative Affairs Committee - r'lr. Wilson reported that it was the
intent of the Administrative Affairs Committee to bring out the revision of
the Amplification Policy, which would follow through the regular procedures .
Student Affairs Committee - Mr. Long asked members of the Student Affairs
Committee to remain for a short time after the meeting.
Executive Committee - Mr. Hanrath stated that the special meeting minutes
would be forthcoming.
Communications
There were no communications.
Adjournment to Committee of the Whole
VII, 50

A motion (Corrigan, Madore) to adjourn and reconvene as the committee of the
whole was approved. The meeting adjourned at 8:30 p.m.

Reconvening of the Academic Senate
The Senate reconvened at 9:30 p.m.
VII, 51
VII, 52

A motion (Gordon, Carlile) to suspend the rules was made. The chairperson
ruled that such a motion was not necessary. The report of the committee of
the whole was given. The motion (Tarrant, Rhodes) to send the issue of the
Senate role in the budgetary process to the Rules Committee who would call
in expert witnesses in order to prepare a report to be submitted to the Senate
was reported as the recommendation of the committee of the whole. Discussion
of this motion commenced.
Mr. Reitan stated that he did not think it was a Rules Committee question in
that the Senate is not talking about just procedures but is talking about
fundamental decisions. r~r. Reitan stated that this would be a large step
and the Senate has not really sorted the matter out yet. Mr. Reitan stated
that more information is needed. He suggested that what is needed is a committee which will have hearings and which will submit a report based on the
information which it obtains. Mr. Rhodes stated that he would like to see
an ad hoc committee established. Hr. Parr asked if it was possible for the
Rules Committee to consider the question of what kind of a committee should
be established.

VII, 53

VII, 54

A substitute motion (Madore, Bernardi) to establish an ad hoc committee of
Hanrath, Hickrod, Young, Horner, and Reitan which would bring to the Senate
a proposal re budgetary reporting was made. t,1s. McMahan stated that the Rules
Committee was asked to unify the two proposals, not to make their own proposal.
r,1s. Holmberg stated that she thought the corrmittee should develop alternative
proposals. Mr. Gordon stated that he didn't think the Senate was as committed
as Ms. ~lcMahan suggested. It was suggested that the Senate tryout the present
situation with the budget team observers reporting to the Senate. It was
suggested that the steps in the formulation of a new policy be small so that
the Senate can evaluate them; at any point when the Senate feels that there
is a workable arrangement, the exploration could stop. Mr. Cohen stated that
the creation of a special committee hastens you along the road. He suggested
that we allow for the full operating of the system. He stated that if we
create a new committee for each new problem we will get into an unpleasant
situation. Mr. Young pointed out that the proposals are not as complete as
some people have made them out to be. He pointed out that in Mr. Hickrod's
proposal the functions are not spelled out. He said that that proposal was
not in any shape to be voted on. Mr. Hickrod stated that he would agree with
Mr. Young. He stated that the representation of the civil service staff should
also be considered. Mr. Banks asked why reporting could not begin while deliberations are going on . Mr . Brubeck called for the question on the substitute motion . The substitute motion was defeated.
The motion from the committee of the whole was clarified to show that the
Rules Committee should study and consider the issues and should return the
committee's report before the end of the Senate session. ft, motion (Chesebro,
Smith) to amend ~the moti on to read "report back to the Sen a te for acti on by
the end of this Senate session" was made. Mr. Reitan stated that he would
hope that the committee would be ready but that he did not wish to be rushed
on such an important matter. The amendment was approved on a show of hands.
The main motion as amended was approved .
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Adjournment
VII, 55

A motion (Young, Sullivan) to adjourn was approved.
at 10:05 p.m.

The meeting adjourned

For the Academic Senate,

Robert D. Young, Secretary
ROY: pl
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Appendix
Resolutions Concerning Temporary Faculty
Resolution 1:
Be it resolved that colleges examine and bring their by-laws into
conformity with the Constitution to encourage the widest involvement of
temporary faculty in the affairs of their college and departments. The
results of these examinations shall be reported to the Rules Committee
of the Academic Senate.
Resolution 2:
Whereas, Section 3 of the Report on Temporary Faculty dealing with
categories and contractual lengths of employment included employment
limits which are more restrictive and thus more detrimental to temporary
faculty status than at present, be it resolved that points 3B4 and 3C4
which refer to "maximum of three one-year appointments to be made" and
"maximum of two appointments of two years each" not be implemented.
)

Resolution 3:
Whereas, the situations of temporary faculty need continuing V1Slbility and colleges and departments must afford this segment of our University community fairness and dignity, the Provost shall prepare a survey statement for the Senate in October of each year listing number of
temporary faculty, salary ranges, number and departmental location of
multi-year contracts.
Disposition: Copies of these resolutions shall be sent to all faculty
and administrators at the University, college and department levels.

)

Appendix
Committee of the Whole - Consideration of the Budgetary Process and Reporting
A motion (Madore, Sullivan) to elect Mr. Hanrath as chairperson for the committee of the whole was approved. Mr. Hanrath opened the discussion of the
Senate role in the budgetary process. r,1r. Hanrath said that it had been
stated that the Senate fulfills its function by the General Revenue Budget
Advisory Committee. Mr. Hanrath stated that he had come to five independent
reasons why this function is not fulfilled. 1. Mr. Hanrath stated that
serious questions exist as to the functions and working of the present advisory bodies. He claimed that the General Revenue Budget Advisory Committee
is dysfunctional. Mr. Hanrath stated that he had never heard a member of the
Budget Team say lithe Senate feels thisll or lithe General Revenue Budget Advisory Committee feels this". 2. ~ir. Hanrath stated that any advice that
the General Revenue Budget Advisory Committee gives is predicated upon the
information that it has. He suggested that the GRBAC has only a limited
amount of information and cannot develop insights into institutional priorities. 3. Mr. Hanrath stated that even if all of these problems were solved,
if the GRBAC had total information, the Senate would still be derelict because
the capital and operating budgets deal with more sources of income than general
revenue. If the Senate isolates its role to just general revenue, it would
remain derelict. 4. Mr. Hanrath stated that the GRBAC is obsolete. The
Budget Team is a new concept, and is trying to develop into an overall University budget committee. Mr. Hanrath stated that for the first time we have
Senate representatives who are trying to become representative of the governance structure. We have new conditions which mandate new responses. A new
mechanism is needed to fulfill our role, not some obsolete method which was
established in President Braden IS era. Mr. Hanrath said he would further
claim that it is the Senate's responsibility to provide that method. 5. f.lr.
Hanrath stated his general belief that this significant responsibility of
being advisory should not be delegated to an external committee of the Senate.
The Senate is more accountable, has more resources, and should assume this
responsibility. There is more to the budgetary process than just GRBAC,
academic fee board, etc. Such advice should be before the fact, not after
the fact. The significant words in the Constitution, according to Mr. Hanrath, are participate in the formulation of . . . . "
II

Mr. Hickrod stated that there were several possibilities. Perhaps we could
continue as we were. We could continue with participant observers. Perhaps
we could add one from the civil service staff. The Senate could instruct
observers as to what they were supposed to do. The Senate could set up an
internal committee which could meet with the Budget Team. Mr. Rhodes asked
for a clarification about the sequence of the meeting. He asked if we were
to discuss the Senate's role first and then the budget team reporting or
are we discussing both at the same time. Mr. Hanrath stated that he thought
one could not be totally isolated from the other.
Mr. Quane read from the appropriate section of the Constitution. In that
section it was stated that the Senate's role is to specify how the University
personnel will get involved. The Senate has done this by setting up the GRBAC,
and the SFAC, plus the institution of the budget team observers. Mr. Quane
stated that the Senate needed to decide if it wanted to change the method
which it has established.

Committee of the Whole Discussion - page 2
Mr. Hanrath stated that there had been considerable discussion in the
Executive Committee on this topic. Mr. Hanrath said that the present
set-up has serious limitations. He said that he believed that if the
Senate was to fulfill its Constitutional responsibility, it must provide
for orderly, rational, and considered discussion. Mr. Hickrod said that
he could support many of these points. He said that the GRBAC is not
very viable as far as the Senate is concerned. The flow of information
is such that it has not had information.
~lr. Young stated that the University has not fully used the system that
we have at present. We ought to give the present system a chance to
work. The faculty observer has only been on for a little more than a
year and the student observer has been on less than that. As of yet the
observers haven't gotten into a systematic reporting from the Budget Team
to the Senate. It was proposed that the Senate allow a time period to
see if the present system could work, with the observers reporting much
more frequently, perhaps every meeting verbally and periodically in writing.
At key points when the budget is acted on by outside bodies the chairperson
of the Budget Team should be invited to present the figures to the Senate.
If the committee isn't functioning, then the Rules Committee or the committee to whom it reports ought to look into the matter.

Ms. Holmberg asked what Provost Horner's reaction was to the Budget Committee sitting in on the Budget Team deliberations. Mr. Horner stated
that his only difference is in terms of numbers. He stated that in his
opinion thirteen is an unworkable number for a committee. fk. Rhodes
stated that he had not had a chance to see the Executive Committee minutes
but is there no committee adequate to handle the matter? Mr. Hanrath stated
that this transcends the mandate that the Senate floor gave to the Executive
Committee. The question was asked if a motion was in order. The ruling was
that a motion was in order but that it was not binding on the Senate. Mr.
Rhodes stated that the Senate simply can't discuss alternatives that we
don't know anything about. He stated that he would like to see something
formally prepared. Provost Horner stated that during his time on the Budget Team the Team had never formally voted on anything, and the observers
had fully participated. Mr. Rhodes asked why the problem was brought up
right now. Mr. Hanrath stated that during his first few months on the
Budget Team he was trying to comprehend what was going on. He said that
the Senate should set up a process. t1r. Madore said that he saw two dimensions to the problem. He said that the future was clouded through the
issue of reallocation. We need budget information to see that reallocation is rational. In most instances under financial exigency the University will be called upon to deal quickly \'Iith the situation. Mr. Tarrant
stated that most of us would like to know more. He suggested that this ought
to go to a committee, perhaps the Rules Committee, who would call in expert
witnesses - Young, Hanrath, Hickrod, Horner - for information in regard to
setting up something that should be presented to the Executive Committee as
soon as possible. A motion (Tarrant, Rhodes) encompassing the above was
made. t~s. Chesebro said that several senators can remember when decisions
were made and we were asked to react without information. She stated that
she was prepared to vote for the establishment of the budget committee. Mr.
Young stated that in his time on the Budget Team he was afforded full status
and was given all the information the others were given and was able to express his viewpoints. He stated that he thought every action that he observed
was the result of a consensus.
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Mr. Sutherland stated that he was delighted that the Senate was addressing
this question. He said that it speaks well for the University that this can
be addressed. He said that an evolving situation has made this possible.
He said when President Budig wanted the governance system represented and
Hickrod was chosen, Mr. Sutherland had seen this as a progressive step forward. Later, President Budig had deigned to extend it further to include
student participation, and having positions represented rather than individuals. Mr. Sutherland said the administration was open and receptive.
ISU is a pioneer in shared governance, and we need to continue to progress.
Mr. Quane questioned the duties of such a committee. He asked what these
people would report back to the Senate. Ms. Holmberg stated that she didn't
think any proposal was going to be enough until it was specified how these
people are going to report back. She said we will continue to run into
problems until we settle that question. Mr. Banks said that the Senate has
yet to address the constitutional function. Mr. Banks said that he thought
it was important that we not just send observers, but that the Senate give
them some instructions. Mr. Rhodes stated that he didn't know what we ought
to want. He stated that he could not make any decision until he knew what
the alternatives were. Mr. Wilson stated that he too would like to have
some indication of what kind of information he should be wanting. The issue
of the budget data from the Budget Team being color coded was raised. f1r.
Hanrath stated that he felt that the idea might be inappropriate now. Mr.
Quane stated that some items are personnel items. Mr. Young stated these
documents are incomplete, misleading, superseded by other documents; it
would lead to a morass of information which would be difficult to evaluate.
It was objected again that the Senate has not really used the present structure yet. Mr. Reitan stated that he saw the issue as the process of budgeting. He said that the idea of the observers being full members or just observers was an important policy decision. Mr. Smith stated that there were
some questions that he would like the answers to; for instance; the use of
travel funds and their dispersal. Mr. Gremaud said that we don't know what
to ask because information is not given in the first place. He said that he
would like to get information so that he would know what to ask. Ms. Amster
said that for years budget has been the sacred cow. She stated that she was
not troubled about what was reported back; just the idea that they are there
is something. 1"lr. Corrigan said that he thought it would be more appropriate
for the issue to go to an ad hoc committee. 11r. Hickrod stated that in the
reallocation of resources some decisions the Senate will want to decide. For
instance, Foreign Languages has only one temporary faculty member left and if
enrollment continues to drop a decision will have to be made as to a continuing faculty member's contract. Mr. Cohen asked what personnel matter is
discussed at Budget Team meetings. If the Budget Team considers FSC matters,
then why is the decision being made with a student present? Provost Horner
stated that the Budget Team does not consider FSC matters. A motion (Cohen,
Sullivan) to close debate was made. The motion was approved. It was questioned what action would be appropriate after this vote. Mr. Rives stated
that votes taken in a committee of the whole are not final decisions. It
was asked if the Senate could reconvene. The motion carried. A motion
(Gordon, Sull ivan) to "rise and report" \lIas made. ~:lr. Madore stated that
he would like to remind the Senate that we usually regret last minute actions. It was stated that if the Senate does not go back into session, this
is the end of the discussion. The motion to rise and report was approved.
The committee of the whole was adjourned.

